simulations also help us explore the effects of implementing new traffic rules and control systems without doing potentially hazardous experiments with real traffic.
What can physicists contribute to this area of research, which is a traditional area of study in civil engineering? 1, 2 You might be surprised to learn that several recent major contributions to traffic science have been made by physicists applying the concepts and techniques of statistical physics. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] If we represent each vehicle by a particle, then we can treat traffic as a system of interacting particles driven far from equilibrium. The nature of the interactions among the particles is determined by the way the vehicles influence each other. Computer simulations of microscopic models of vehicular traffic are likely to find practical applications in online traffic control systems as well as in the planning and design of transportation networks. 10 However, in this column we view these models from the perspective of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and invite you to enjoy the beauty of the dynamical phenomena that they display.
For the sake of computational efficiency, many of the microscopic traffic models developed in recent years have been formulated using the language of cellular automata. These models of vehicular traffic belong to a class of nonequilibrium systems called drivendiffusive lattice gases. 11, 12 Over the last few years, several groups have been doing extensive computer simulations to understand the nature of the steady states and fluctuations as well as the kinetics of evolution toward these steady states. The starting points of our discussion are the Nagel-Schreckenberg model 13 and the Biham-Middleton-Levine model.
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The Nagel-Schreckenberg model of highway traffic
A lane is represented by a 1D lattice. Each of the lattice sites represents a cell that can be either empty or occupied by at most one vehicle at a given instant of time. In the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, the speed V of each vehicle can be one of the allowed integer values V = 0, 1, …, V max . Let X n and V n denote the position and speed, respectively, of the nth vehicle. Then, d n = X n+1 − X n is the gap between the nth vehicle and the corresponding lead vehicle-that is, the vehicle in front of it at time t. At each time step, t → t + 1, and the arrangement of the N vehicles on a lattice of L sites is updated in parallel according to the following rules:
1. Acceleration. If V n < V max , the speed of the nth vehicle is increased by one; V n remains unaltered if V n = V max ; that is, V n → min(V n + 1, Vz max ).
Deceleration (due to other vehicles).
If d n ≤ V n , the speed of the nth vehicle is reduced to
of the nth vehicle is decreased randomly by one with probability p; that is, V n → max(V n − 1, 0) with probability p. 4. Vehicle movement. Each vehicle is moved forward so that X n → X n + V n .
Step 1 reflects the tendency of drivers to drive as fast as possible if allowed to do so, without exceeding the maximum speed limit.
Step 2 is intended to avoid collisions between vehicles. The randomization in step 3 takes into account the different behavioral patterns of the individual drivers, especially nondeterministic acceleration and overreaction while slowing down; this randomization is crucially important for the spontaneous formation of traffic jams. Parallel updating is applied because it can lead to a chain of overreactions leading to the formation of a traffic jam. This mechanism of spontaneous formation of jams is realistic and cannot be modeled by a random sequential update. Moreover, the parallel update scheme implicitly introduces a reaction time for the drivers, which is known to be crucial to obtain realistic results. For a realistic description of highway traffic, the typ-ical length of a cell is about 7.5 m, and each time step corresponds to approximately one second of real time for V max = 5.
If you are interested only in the single-lane version of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, it is more efficient, particularly at low densities, to label the vehicles by integers 1, 2, …, N in the same order as their positions on the lattice and update the state of the system by updating the positions and velocities of the N vehicles-that is, {X 1 , V 1 ; X 2 , V 2 ; …; X N , V N }. This vehicle-oriented algorithm 15 is similar to a moleculardynamics algorithm for a system of interacting particles, except that the particles are allowed to take only nonnegative integer velocities and discrete positions. The vehicle-oriented approach is also convenient for implementing individual characteristics of the vehicles-for example, different maximum velocities or braking probabilities for different vehicles.
However, on a multilane highway, the ordering of the vehicles can change with time because of passing. Therefore, to simulate the multilane generalizations of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, it is more convenient to follow a site-oriented approach. 15 In this approach, we focus on the sites rather than on the vehicles by associating a variable σ i with each site i such that σ i = −1 if the site i is empty and The states of cellularautomata models at successive time steps are usually shown on space-time diagrams such as the one in Figure 1 . By examining such diagrams at different densities and different values of p, Kai Nagel and Michael Schreckenberg discovered that spontaneous fluctuations give rise to traffic jams provided the vehicle density is sufficiently high, and that the intrinsic stochasticity of the dynamics, arising from a nonzero value of p, is essential for triggering the jams. 13 Almost all the data presented in the remaining part of this section has been generated by simulations of large lattices (L ≥ 10 4 ) and averaging over a sufficiently large number of initial configurations (of the order of 100).
The fundamental diagrams in Figures  2 and 3 depict the relation between the density c and the flux J, which is defined as the number of vehicles crossing a detector site per unit time. The physical origin of the generic shape of the fundamental diagrams can be understood as follows. When c is sufficiently small, the average speed 〈V〉 is almost independent of c because the vehicles are too far apart to interact. However, for larger values of c, 〈V〉 decreases more rapidly with increasing c because the forward movement of the vehicles is strongly hindered by others on account of the reduction in the average separation between them. Because of this variation of 〈V〉 with c, the flux J = 〈cV〉 exhibits a maximum at c = c m . The symmetry about c m of the fundamental diagram of the NagelSchreckenberg model for V max = 1 (see 
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Figure 2) breaks down for V max > 1 (see Figure 3) . Moreover, for a given probability p, c m decreases with increasing V max because the effective range of interaction of the vehicles is longer (see Figure 3) .
The distance from a selected point on a vehicle to the same point on the corresponding lead vehicle (that is, the next vehicle downstream) is defined as the distance headway.
1 To obtain information on the spatial organization of the vehicles, we can calculate the distribution P n of the distance headways, which is defined as the fraction of vehicles with n empty lattice sites in front of them. 16, 17 At moderately high densities, P n exhibits two peaks provided that V max > 1 (compare Figures  4a and 4b) ; the peak at n = 0 is due to the jammed vehicles, while the peak at larger n corresponds to the most probable distance headway in the freely flowing regions.
The time headway τ is defined as the time interval between the departures (or arrivals) of two successive vehicles recorded by a detector at a fixed position on the highway.
1 Several typical time-headway distributions P(τ) in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model 18 are shown in Figure 5 . A comparison with empirical data 19 shows that the probability of short time head ways is underestimated in the NagelSchreckenberg model. This shortcoming indicates the need to modify the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, perhaps incorporating anticipation of the drivers. 18 Computer simulations strongly indicate that for p ≠ 0, a gradual crossover, rather than a sharp phase transition, takes place from the freely flowing regime to the congested regime as the vehicle density increases. 20 Only in the deterministic limit, p = 0, does the Nagel-Schreckenberg model exhibit a continuous phase transition, which occurs at c = 1/(V max + 1).
Open boundary conditions
Traffic scientists and engineers are interested in the effects of on-and offramps on the traffic flow in the highway between these ramps. Hence, open boundary conditions are certainly more realistic than periodic boundary conditions in the context of traffic models. However, the price one has to pay for open boundary conditions is that the density of the vehicles fluctuates with time. Figure 6 shows a schematic representation of an open system; vehicles enter the system from a reservoir at one boundary (the left) and leave it at the other boundary.
In contrast to equilibrium systems, driven-diffusive lattice gases are known to exhibit phase transitions even in one dimension. The three distinct phases of the phase diagram of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model with open boundary conditions are shown in Figure 7 for a particular choice of parameters. In the lowdensity regime, the flow depends only on the density of the left reservoir because the average velocity is almost independent of density. On the other hand, in the high-density regime, the flow is determined solely by the density of the right reservoir; the flux decreases as the density of the right reservoir increases. The most interesting and nontrivial case is the third phase, where the flow has an optimal value; that is, the input and output densities adjust to maximize the flow. Empirically observed transitions from free flow to congested traffic have been interpreted in terms of this phase diagram.
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Some generalizations of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model
The probability p of velocity randomization, implemented in step 3 of the update rules in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, is a constant (identical for all drivers) and depends neither on the past history of the vehicle nor on its instantaneous velocity. The NagelSchreckenberg model has been generalized by postulating more general forms of randomization. 5, 6 For the purpose of illustration, we consider a generalized version of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model with a velocity-dependent randomization, 22 for which the update rules are as follows:
1. Flag. Associate a flag with each vehicle such that flag n = 1 if V n = 0; else, flag n = 0. 2. Acceleration: V n → min(V n + 1, V max ). 3. Blockage (due to other vehicles):
with probability p 0 if flag n = 1; else, V n → max(V n − 1,0) with probability p.
Interestingly, this simple generalization of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model can give rise to metastable states of very high flux over a certain interval of c, depending on the initial state (see Figure 8) . Moreover, typical space-time diagrams of the velocity-dependent randomization model (see Figure 9 ) demonstrate that metastable homogeneous states have a finite lifetime, after which their spontaneous decay leads to a phase separation of the traffic into a freely flowing phase and a mega-jam. 22 Such history-dependent phenomena and metastable states not only are of theoretical interest but also are observed in real traffic. For example, before traffic lights were installed at the entrances of the Lincoln and the Holland Tunnels in Manhattan, frequent jams used to form spontaneously within the tunnel because the vehicle density was sufficiently high, and drivers drove more carefully inside the tunnel, thereby giving rise to stronger fluctuations. 23 What are the effects of assigning randomly different braking probabilities p to different drivers in the NagelSchreckenberg model? At low densities, during the time evolution from random initial states, the vehicles form clusters that coarsen with time (see Figure 10 ) and eventually form platoons behind the slowest vehicle (that is, the driver with highest p). 24 We are sure you have come across similar platoons of vehicles in real traffic.
Several attempts have been made to develop a satisfactory cellular-automata model for two-lane traffic, as a stepping stone toward the ultimate goal of formulating a cellular-automata model for multilane traffic. 25 However, some further improvements would be required before any of these models can be used in practice for the straightforward simulation of multilane highway traffic in a realistic manner.
The Biham-Middleton-Levine model of city traffic
In the Biham-Middleton-Levine model, each of the sites of a square lattice represent the crossing of an east-west and a n o r t h -s o u t h street.
14 The streets parallel to the -direction allow only single-lane eastbound traffic, while all those parallel to thedirection allow only singlelane northbound traffic. Initially, vehicles are randomly distributed among the streets. The states of eastbound vehicles are updated in parallel at every odd time step, whereas those of the northbound vehicles are updated in parallel at every even time step according to the following rule: A vehicle moves forward by one lattice spacing if and only if the site in front is empty; otherwise, the vehicle does not move at that time step.
Computer simulations demonstrate that a firstorder phase transition takes place in the BihamMiddleton-Levine model at a nonzero density c * , where the average velocity of the vehicles vanisheŝ 
Space (road)
Time discontinuously, signaling complete jamming. 14 This jamming arises from the mutual blocking of the flows of eastbound and northbound traffic at many different crossings. Note that the dynamics of the Biham-MiddletonLevine model is completely deterministic, and randomness arises only from the random initial conditions.
Generalizations of the BihamMiddleton-Levine model
Each discrete time interval in the Biham-Middleton-Levine model can be interpreted as the time for which the traffic lights remain green (red) before switching red (green) simultaneously in a synchronized manner. Over that time scale, each vehicle that faces a green signal has an opportunity to move from the jth to the (j + 1)th crossing.
To develop a more detailed description, we need to first decorate each link connecting successive crossings with D − 1 (D > 1) sites. This collection of sites represents the street between successive crossings and is modeled in the same manner in which the entire highway is modeled in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model. More specifically, we can now follow the prescriptions of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model for describing the position, speed, and acceleration of the vehicles, as well as take into account the interactions among the vehicles moving along the same street.
Moreover, we should flip the color of the signals periodically according to some well-defined procedure. Suppose for simplicity that the signals are synchronized (in the same spirit as in the Biham-Middleton-Levin model) such that all the signals remain green for the eastbound vehicles (and red for the northbound vehicles) for a time interval T (T >> 1); then all the signals simultaneously turn red for the eastbound vehicles (and green for the northbound vehicles) for the next T time steps.
During each time step, every vehicle facing a green signal has an opportunity to move forward from one cell to the next. Moreover, a vehicle approaching a crossing should keep moving, even when the signal is red, until it reaches a site immediately in front of which there is either a stopped vehicle or a crossing. Such a cellular-automata model of traffic in cities has been simulated recently. 26 At each discrete time step, t → t + 1, and the arrangement of N vehicles is updated in parallel according to the following rules:
2. Deceleration (due to other vehicles or a signal). Suppose that d n is the gap between the nth vehicle and the vehicle in front of it and s n is the distance between the nth vehicle and the closest signal in front of it. Case I: The signal is red for the nth vehicle and V n → min(V n , d n − 1, s n − 1). Case II: The signal is green for the nth vehicle. If the signal turns to red in the next time step,
with random deceleration probability p, which is identical for all the vehicles and does not change during the updating.
4. Vehicle movement. For eastbound vehicles, X n → X n + V n ; for northbound vehicles,
A phase transition from the freely flowing dynamical phase to the completely jammed phase has been observed in this model at a vehicle density that depends on D and T. 26 The intrinsic stochasticity of the dynamics, which triggers the onset of jamming, is similar to that in the Nagel-Schreckenberg model, while the phenomenon of complete jamming through selforganization and the final jammed configurations (see Figure 11 ) are similar to those in the usual Biham-Middleton-Levine model.
Simulation of realistic traffic networks
We hope that you have been convinced that simple statistical models such as the Nagel-Schreckenberg model describe the essential features of vehicular traffic. However, for online simulation of real traffic and for planning and design of the transportation network, we need much more than a simulation of how vehicles move on an idealized linear or square lattice under a specified set of vehicle-vehicle and road-vehicle interactions.
For a simulation of a realistic traffic network, we need to specify the roads (including the number of lanes, ramps, bottlenecks, and so on) and their intersections. Obviously, the basic rules of the Nagel-Schreckenberg model do not cover all aspects of the movement of vehicles in a complex network. Therefore, additional rules need to be formulated not only for lane changing and turning from one road to another, but also for the right of way at the crossings-that is, the routing of the vehicles. It turns out that the routing is actually the most challenging problem in network simulation.
One possible approach is online simulation of traffic networks, where data from measurements on real traffic are used as input parameters for the network simulation. Usually the measurements provide, at a given instant of time, local information about the occupancy, the time headways, and the typical velocity of the vehicles. The measurements have to be compared with the simulation results, and if differences occur, a readjustment of the model has to be made. Online simulations can be used to give statistical predictions on the nature of traffic flow and occurrence of jams at subsequent times. The realism of the traffic simulation depends largely on the complexity of the network as well as on the quality of input data, which depends on the density of the detectors.
An alternative and widely used method of routing is based on origindestination matrices. Origin-destination matrices directly provide information about traffic demand. A typical element of an origin-destination matrix might represent the number of drivers that leave the office x (origin) at 5 pm and drive to shopping center y (destination). This information has to be used to calculate the routes of the vehicles. In traditional approaches, one usually applies static criteria; for example, one simply calculates the shortest path corresponding to a given origin-destination pair. By contrast, dynamic simulations can be used to optimize the traveling times of the vehicles. Different optimization strategies for the routing can be applied, which can be tested directly by network simulations. The method of origin-destination matrices is also an ideal tool for planning traffic networks. For example, with this method, it would be possible to make quite accurate estimates for the traffic demands associated with the construction of a new shopping center. 10 In the near future the modeling strategies and computational techniques of statistical mechanics are likely to find wide-ranging practical applications in traffic engineering. We can envisage many applications of simulations. For example, such simulations could be used as part of an online route guidance system that would calculate the expected travel time between two points of interest for the present condition of traffic in the network.
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